
-------------- ARE WE AWAKE? REALLY? ------------------ 

 

When my body lies unconscious each night as I dream, I cannot know that I am dreaming 

until I awake. If I never awoke from my dream, how would I know that there was another 

part of me that was still unconscious? And, could that dream world be a parallel to the 

level of consciousness I’m on as I type this message to you? I say yes! There are many 

levels of consciousness. The one I’m functioning on as I write this to you is only one of the 

many. 

 
 

What if at this very moment you realized you were dreaming? 

Dreaming you were home, at work, wherever you are, and that you were reading this 

note. And in that dream you also realized that as real as it all seemed, there was also a 

greater reality from which you were dreaming and a greater essence that is yourself. 

That you came from eternity and will return to eternity, and that, in truth, a part of you 

has never left, and you are your dream weaver. 

Then suddenly it dawned on you that you could not awaken from this dream until you 

first demonstrated this revelation by claiming responsibility for your every manifestation 

heretofore and exercising dominion over all things. 
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NOTES FROM THE UNIVERSE. 

 

“That a man can change himself… and master his own destiny is the conclusion of every 

mind who is wide- awake to the power of right thought” 

Christian D. Larson… THE SECRET. 

 

 

“And all things, whatsoever you shall ask in prayer, believing, you shall receive..” 

Matthew 21:22 

 

For verily, verily I say unto you, that whosoever shall say unto this mountain, be thou 

removed and be thou cast into the sea; and shall not doubt in his heart, but shall believe 

that those things which he saith shall come to pass, he shall have whatsoever he saith. 

Mark 11:23, 24 

 

My reason for the scripture verses is not to sell the prosperity message. Actually, I never 

use the scriptures to prove or to back up anything I might share. My reason is for every 

verse I might use to prove a point; someone else can find several other verses that negate 

it. Here’s my reason for all of the above. 

 



Twenty years ago I used to read mark 11: 24, 25 which is, as you may know, the above 

verse. I would often ask myself… what was Jesus trying to get across to his disciples? To 

me, two things were obvious… he was telling them that they had the means within them 

to literally move a mountain. There’s more... who would they have to be if by their words, 

they could move a mountain? We know they were children of God just like you and I. 

 

But what does that really mean? I, as a bible thumping pew packing church going 

believer for twenty years, knew that I was one of Gods kids, but in all that time I had no 

clue as to the implication of the statement “God is my Father”. I could count on one hand 

all the Christians I’ve ever met that grasped the real gut level meaning of God as their 

Father. If I say that God is my Father, I speak the truth. If I say that I and my Father are 

one, not two, I speak the absolute truth. 

 

I can hear someone saying... “We are sons but we are adopted sons and there is a 

difference”. However we have never been adopted. We were only adopted in the sense 

that we were ego driven flesh and blood entities that knew two powers one good, the 

other evil. Actually we have always been children of God no matter what state we were 

in. 

Einstein taught that all things are relative. He was right! That relativity I believe is confined 

to time space reality. I am a man! 

 

And from my perspective, as a man that has been touched by Creative energy {God} This 

God is my Father! As a soul, Creative Energy Intelligence {God} is still my Father. As spirit 

however I am that I am! I, as pure positive energy existed in Eternity past. You, I, we all 

were once the One! We all are still the one, only now we have multiplied into black, 

brown, red, yellow and white. The colors are skin deep, but the connection to each other 

cannot be divided. God is one and cannot be divided. All proceeded out of the one and is 

still the one in many, many forms of black, brown, red, yellow and white. 

 

As the One fell into a deep sleep, the One became the many. While it still sleeps on it 

dreams. Creation is the dream it’s dreaming. We, you might say, are the dream 

characters that the dreamer sends on its way. One day I shall awake in his likeness. So 

shall we all! We shall never know what that likeness is, until eternity’s morning when we 

awaken as the Absolute. What we shall be, we cannot know. What we will look like, we 

cannot tell. We do know however that we, as the Absolute will be so very much more 

then we were before we slept and began this dream. 

 

We through the multiplication due to the explosion that created the dream will have 

gained the experience and knowledge of the whole. Eye has not seen, nor ear heard the 

riches of spirit that we shall have gained through all the soul lives that we lived and the 

wisdom and insight gained. I then once again as the Macrocosm will have been enriched 



by every soul that I have taken back into my bosom. This experience we all shall know 

when Creation falls back in upon itself. We shall be then as we have always been only so 

much more then the human tongue can utter or the mind conceive. 

 

Is what I’ve written here the truth? It’s the truth as I see it! I approach the mountain from 

my side only. There are you might say three other sides to the mountain of truth. I cannot 

see those three sides; I am only able to see the side facing me. Each of us as a soul is a 

piece of the whole, the whole being the Creator, the Absolute. We all see as through a 

dark glass, due to the flesh and the ego being a veil.  About 90% of everything I’ve 

learned since physical birth has veiled me from my true identity. 

 

To me, the ramifications of the dream have shed light on what my life is at this present 

time. This understanding is due to the fact that when very young, I had lucid dreams on a 

regular basis. In those dreams I was very much aware that I was dreaming and because I 

was fully lucid within the dream I could manipulate it at will. I have learned that there is a 

fantastic parallel here, between what we think of as the dream world and what we think 

of as this waking world, but is it really? Is this the real world? 

 

If you tell me that you know that you’re not dreaming, I will then ask you how is it that 

you know. I will tell you that the Power that is far greater then all of us on this level is 

dreaming and we all are the dream. What is really wonderful is, we are also the 

dreamer. Are you starting to stir just a wee bit? If I become lucid within this dream, then 

to the degree I become lucid, I can manipulate it. Could this just possibly be, to take the 
dominion that Jesus Christ has told us that we have? Two thousand years ago the call 

went out “Awake o thou that sleepist and Christ shall give thee light,” 

 

“PLEASE DO NOT STIR NOR AWAKE MY LOVE TILL SHE PLEASE” 

Song of Solomon. 

This verse in Song of Solomon is like the Jesus I know in the gospels. He spoke the truth 

as he knew it and did not force it on anyone. We are saved by pure grace. As I become 

lucid, I experience salvation from the loss of total peace and that peace comes to stay as I 

awake at the dawn. 

 

 

 

 
 

 


